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Letter from the Acting Rector of An-Najah National University 

An-Najah National University is an outstanding university with a proud and distinct history in 

the region. At An-Najah National University we continue in adopting and employing the cutting-

edge education and research tools and techniques. Among the most contemporary and 

recently emerging and demanding issues is the dire need to make a paradigm shift from the 

traditional ways of teaching and education to the creativity-, innovation- and entrepreneurship-

based teaching and education techniques. To satisfy such a paradigm shift, the university’s 

administration has decided to establish An-Najah Business Innovation and Partnerships Center 

(NaBIC) for the purpose of effective institutionalization of relation between the university and 

the private sector on one side and to promote for the culture of creativity, innovation and 

entrepreneurship among the university’s community. NaBIC’s main function is intended to be 

the mediator between the university (academia) and industry (enterprises) as well as the 

source for promoting innovation in the university, please refer to photo 0.  

 

Photo 0: NaBIC as a mediator between the university and the industry. 

The strategic plan of NaBIC summarizes the mission, vision and the philosophy of this center 

which were written in line with the mission, vision and the philosophy of the university. The 

plan also includes sound scheduled strategic activities intending to fulfill the goals of the center 

via building more sustainable partnerships with local industries, public and governmental 

organizations. In addition, a plan for promoting the culture of innovation, creativity and 
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entrepreneurships among the university’s community (students and staff) is included in this 

strategic plan. A reasonable SWOT analysis was carefully prepared reflecting the reality and 

particularity of the Palestinian situation.  

As an acting rector of An-Najah National University, I want to assure the full support of the 

university’s administration to NaBIC’s directorate and staff towards achieving the center’s goals 

and towards sustaining its function in the future. This center will work on creating the 

Innovator’s DNA among out students and academic staff via promoting the culture of 

challenging the status quo of thinking and learning and the culture of taking smart risks. Such 

cultures will be the fundamental cornerstones of having innovative entrepreneurs among our 

graduates who will have their own successful and viable startups and businesses which will 

enhance the national economy of Palestine.   

I would like to express my utmost gratitude for the TEMPUS and the European partners in STEP 

project  for equipping NaBIC with the needed resources and for capacity building efforts of its 

staff. I wish NaBIC and similar ILOs in other Palestinian partner universities participating in STEP 

all the best of success.  

 

Sincerely, 

Acting Rector of An-Najah National University 

Prof. Maher Natsheh 

An-Najah National University 

Nablus, PALESTINE 

December, 2014 
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1. NaBIC Overview 

1.1 General Background 

An-Najah Business Innovation and Partnerships Center (NaBIC) was established for the purpose 

of promoting the culture of innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship among An-Najah 

National University’s community (staff and students) on one side and institutionalizing the 

relationships between the university and the enterprises in the private sector as well as the 

public and governmental organizations. Since its establishment on 31/10/2012, NaBIC has been 

funded by TEMPUS under STEP project. NaBIC has started its work on 31/10/2012 and was 

officially opened in June of 2014 (See Photo 1).  It is located in room 2600, Faculty of 

Engineering Building, New Campus of An-Najah National University. NaBIC is run by Dr.Yahya 

Saleh (director, PhD in Industrial Engineering) and Eng. Alaa Istaitieh (projects coordinator, BSc 

in Industrial Engineering).  

 

 

Photo 1: Inauguration of NaBIC (16, June, 2014) 

 

Unlike other centers in the university, NaBIC’s scope of work covers all faculties of the 

university with their diverse majors and programs. More specifically, NaBIC organizes, hosts and 

participates in diverse social, technological and scientific events and initiatives related to 

innovation, creativity, entrepreneurship and partnerships.  
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NaBIC’s intended main functions could be summarized in the following points: 

• Institutionalization of the relationship between An-Najah’s various programs with local 

industries and services. 

• Stimulating partnerships between the university and various business sectors for the 

purpose of implementing scientific research geared to providing solutions and 

development projects implementation. 

• Preparing annual reports on the university partnerships with local industries and 

services. 

• Organizing seminars, conferences and workshops for the purpose of promoting 

innovation culture and networking with different industrial sectors. 

• Encouraging Palestinian micro-,small-,medium-enterprises (MSMEs) owners in both 

manufacturing and service sectors to adopt and promote the culture of innovation, 

creativity and research and development in their enterprises. 

• Motivating researchers in the university to address the diverse problems and challenges 

of industrial sectors, and propose appropriate solutions based on scientific research 

methodology. 

• Establishing innovative network research community to exchange views and find fertile 

ground for employers to connect the manufacturing and service sectors in local 

industries with different  researchers (faculty, researchers, undergraduate and graduate 

students). 

• Identifying  capabilities of the academic staff in different departments of the university 

who are qualified to benefit the productive manufacturing and service sectors in local 

industries. 

 

1.2 Strategic Vision 

Within the next five years, become the accredited center for strengthening partnerships with 

enterprises and enhancing scientific research, creativity, innovation, entrepreneurship and 

industrial development. 
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1.3 Strategic Mission 

 Be a key tool for promoting the innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship culture and 

developing local industries and services so as to enhance the national economy. 

1.4 Philosophy  

Building win-win relationships between An-Najah National University and the local industries 

and services and governmental organizations. 

1.5 Mutual Benefits 

Based on the win-win philosophy, there are a set of expected mutual benefits that could be 

reaped by both the university and the local industries and services. Specifically, the expected 

benefits to local industries and services are the following: 

 Identifying the problems encountered by those industries and services and working on 
solving them innovatively. 

 Identifying opportunities for development,  productivity increase, quality improvement  
and cost reduction in those industries and services. 

 Utilizing the university’s highly-qualified faculty, researchers and highly-motivated 
undergraduate and graduate students' creative and innovative capacities to serve local 
industries and services. 

 Conducting scientific research projects in local industries and services. 

 Promoting the culture of research and development and innovation in local industries 
and services. 

 Capacity building of local industries and services personnel. 

 Enhancing the social responsibility of local industries and services 
 

On the other hand,  the expected benefits to the university could be summarized in the 

following points: 

• Playing a key role in directing the local industries towards the development and 

improvement of their services and products. 

• Creating  opportunities for scientific research, publishing in prestigious science citation 

index international journals 

• Finding external sources of financial support and fundraisings  for  scientific research 

project. 
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• Promoting the culture of research and development, creativity, entrepreneurship and 

innovation in local industries. 

• Connecting  students with  the reality of the Palestinian  market. 

• Networking with other academic institutions and local industries.  

• Increasing the number of  job opportunities for university's graduates at local industries.  

1.6 Shared Values 

 

 Passion at work. 

 Commitment and excellence. 

 Aspiration endeavor. 

 Renewal of ideas 

 

1.7 Services provided by NaBIC  

NaBIC serves multi-target categories with a wide spectrum of services. The following is a list of 

stakeholders who could benefit from NaBIC’s services: 

 An-Najah’s  community (staff and students) 

 Fresh Graduates in finding jobs in local industries. 

 Industry and services sector. 

 Technological incubations of entrepreneurs. 

 Capacity building for entrepreneurs. 

 Consultancy services for establishing innovation centers in local industries. 

 Training services for entrepreneurs. 

 Hosting and organizing events for promoting innovation culture. 

 Cooperation with public and governmental organizations 

 

1.8 Accomplishments of NaBIC 

Since day one of its establishment, people at NaBIC have been dedicating their efforts to 

realize some substantial achievements to satisfy the goals of NaBIC. Herein, we present 

summarize with photos some of the main events, activities and achievements we have done 

so far at NaBIC. The first substantial achievement of NaBIC was signing a memorandum of 

understanding (MoU) with one of the most developed union of industries in Palestine which 
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the Palestinian Food Industries Union (PFIU), see photo 2 for the signing ceremony. The 

MoU is summarized by exchanging the technical expertise and experiences between the 

university and the union’s registered food industries through students’ placement, 

conducting innovative applied research projects, organizing field visits to those industries 

and inviting people from industries as guest speakers in the university. Two months right 

after the MoU, NaBIC and the Practical Training Center (PCT) at An-Najah National 

University in cooperation with PFIU have applied to and won three-year Quality 

Improvement Fund (Word Bank) funded project aiming at enhancing the soft skills of 

university training students towards increasing their job opportunities in food industries 

after graduation, see photo 3. 

 

Photo 2: MoU between NaBIC and PFIU (11, June, 2013). 
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Photo 3: Staff of NaBIC, PCT and  PFIU (1, September, 2013). 

Om 8, January, 2014, NaBIC has organized a workshop on strengthening the relationship 

between academia and industry and establishing a network of cooperation between the 

Palestinian universities and the private sector, see photo 4. The workshop aimed at coming 

up with coming up with a set of recommendations on how to bridge the gap between 

universities and industries and on enhancing the partnerships between them. Attendees 

were from pioneer manufacturing and service industries in the local market.  

  

Photo 4: Workshop with private sector at NaBIC (8, January, 2014). 
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NaBIC also renewed the MoU between the university and Palestine Standards Institution 

(PSI) where several meeting were held at NaBIC to phrase the clauses of the MoU for the 

benefit of both the university and PSI. On 24, November, 2013, a MoU has been signed 

between the university (NaBIC) and the Ministry of National Economy, see photo 5, in which 

NaBIC has been accredited as a contact point of receiving the patent application forms the 

university students. The core cooperation themes in the MoU are concentrated on 

promoting the culture of intellectual property rights among the university’s community. 

On 24, September, 2014, an important MoU was signed between NaBIC and the Higher 

Council of Innovation and Excellence (HCIE), which represents the legal and general 

umbrella of innovation and creativity in Palestine, see photo 6. The MoU aims at 

cooperating in promoting the culture of innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship among 

the university’s community as well as at exploiting the authority of HCIE in fundraising when 

applying for mutual projects especially in the energy sector as the HCIE administers the 

biggest energy incubator in Palestine. 

 

 Photo 5: MoU between NaBIC and Ministry of National Economy (24, November, 2013) 
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Photo 6: MoU between NaBIC and the Higher Council of Innovation and Excellence (24, 

September, 2014) 

Within the continuous efforts on promoting the importance of networking and partnership 

between the academia and enterprises, the director of NaBIC has participated in a workshop in 

the Chamber of Commerce in Ramallah on 29, August, 2013, see photo 7. 

 

Photo 7: Participating in a workshop in Ramallah (29, August, 2013). 
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In addition, the director has participated in workshop for mentoring  and evaluating 76 

entrepreneurship projects held in Ramallah and organized by the Palestine Information and 

Communications Technology Incubator (PICTI) on 27, April, 2014, see photo 8. 

 

Photo 8: Participation in Pi2 in Ramallah (27, April, 2014). 

On 6, May, 2014, NaBIC hosted the Arab Innovation Network (AIN)’s students innovation 

competition projects in which eight innovative projects from the different departments of 

engineering and information technology were evaluated and the first three winners were 

granted certificates, see photo 9, and the first winner was given a fund by AIN to participate in 

their annual meeting in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.  

   

Photo 9: Arab Network Innovation’s competition (6, May, 2014) 
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On 5, June, 2014, NaBIC has invited the executive director of PICTI to lecture on the culture of 

innovation, creativity and entrepreneurships for the freshmen and sophomores of the faculty of 

engineering and information technology, see photo 10. 

 

Photo 10: PCITI’s executive director lectures to students (5, June, 2014). 

On 25, July, 2014, NaBIC has organized and hosted a brainstorming session in which people 

from Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector and members of staff from the 

information technology departments have got together to discuss on how to shorten the gap 

between the ICT market needs and the ICT-related curricula in the university, see photo 11.  

  

Photo 11: ICT brainstorming session (25, July, 2014) 
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On 12, November, 2014, NaBIC has signed a MoU with the Ministry of National Economy, Salfit 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry and Salfit Furniture Cluster to establish a Center of 

Innovation and Partnership in Salfit Governorate. This center will be funded by the French 

Agency for Development (AFD), see photo 12. This cooperation aims at establishing a 

development center for Salfit governorate furniture industry through training staff members in 

practical, administrative and modern technical methods in addition to implementing graduation 

projects and research carried out by instructors and university students in the relevant sectors 

of this industry.  

 

   Photo 12: MoU with Salfit Furniture Cluster (12, November, 2014). 

On 20, September, 2014, the director of NaBIC accompanied by four senior students from the 

Industrial Engineering Department has paid a visit to Jerusalem Pharmaceutical Industries 

Company in Ramallah, see photo 13.  The director met with both the operations manager as 

well as the research and development manager in the company and discussed the chances of 

cooperation between NaBIC and the company. The two parties agreed on writing a first draft of 

a MoU between NaBIC and the company. In addition, the director of NaBIC is supervising the 

graduation project of the four senior students who implement their graduation project on stock 

optimization in the company.  
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Photo 13: A visit to Jerusalem Pharmaceutical Industries Co. (20, September, 2014). 

After several revisions of the material and documents, NaBIC has officially launched its website 

to the main website of the university. Interested people could access the center through this 

link (http://nabic.najah.edu/). The website includes a full material on NaBIC’s staff, organization 

structure, events, activities, MoUs and photo galleries. Photo 14 depicts the center’s website.  

  

Photo 14: Website of NaBIC. 

As social media plays an important role in networking with people in academic and industrial 

institutes, a facebook page for NaBIC was created on which NaBIC’s activities, initiatives, 

announcements and events are posted, see photo 15. 

http://nabic.najah.edu/
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Photo 15: NaBIC’s Facebook page. 

On 18-19, October, 2014, the director of NaBIC has participated as a mentor and juror in Middle 

East Environmental Program’s innovative projects, see photo 16. 

  

Photo 16: Participation in Middle East Environmental Program (18-19, October, 2014). 

An important ongoing activity aiming at promoting the culture of technology and knowledge 

transfer, a USAID-funded project called Ibdaa is being hosted by NaBIC, see photo 17. The 

project aims at incubating six entrepreneurship ICT projects at NaBIC where the director of 

Ibdaa has an office at NaBIC through which he mentors the entrepreneurs.  
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Photo 17: Ibdaa’s promotion activities. 

During the 17-23, November, 2014, NaBIC has been assigned as coordinator for the northern 

academic institutes in West Bank as a part of the global week on entrepreneurship and 

employability organized by the Ministry of Labor, see photo 18. A team of entrepreneurs from 

the faculty of engineering and information technology has got the second position among 

fifteen teams from all over the Palestinian governorates.  

  

Photo 18: Global week of entrepreneurship and employability in Palestine (17-23, November, 

2014). 
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1.9 NaBIC’s Staff 

 

 

2.0 Strategic Scan 

2.1 External Environment 

NaBIC's Opportunities represented in the following points: 

1.  An-Najah National University’s administration continuous support to the sustainability 

of NaBIC as the mission and vision of the center coincide with those of the university 

itself.  

2. Partnerships with other governmental organizations and private sector enterprises. 

3. Cooperating with private sector enterprises to apply jointly for applied research and 

innovation-related projects.  

4. Approval and accreditation of the NaBIC by the university’s administration to be the 

facilitator of all innovation- and partnerships-related events and activities.  

5. Restructuring the organizational structure of NaBIC to be under the directorate of 

scientific centers in the university. 

6. The increasing interest in creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship initiatives and 

projects  by both academic, industrial and donation organizations. 

7. Benefiting from different projects and programs related to NaBIC's work in Palestine. 

Dr.Yahya Saleh, Director (PhD in 

Industrial Engineering and Operations 

Research) (ysaleh@najah.edu) 

Eng. Alaa Istaitieh, Projects Coordinator 

(BSc. in Industrial Engineering) 

(nabic@najah.edu) 

 

mailto:ysaleh@najah.edu
mailto:nabic@najah.edu
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8. Playing a key role in teaching courses related to entrepreneurship and innovation 

management. 

 

NaBIC's Challenges as represented in the following points: 

1- Lack of financial support for innovative and partnership projects from supporting 

companies which certainly affects NaBIC’s  sustainability. 

2- Unresponsiveness from some governmental organizations private sector enterprises. 

3- Lack of updated governmental regulations related to intellectual property rights.  

2.2 Internal Environment 

 

NaBIC’s Strengths  as represented in the following points: 

1- NaBIC is connected to all faculties, centers and departments in the university. 

2- Top management (university’s administration) continuous support. 

3- The multi-training programs for NaBIC’s staff capacity building via Step-Tempus project. 

4- The available data base for data related to innovation, entrepreneurship, industries and 

private sector enterprises. 

5- Good networking and communications with governmental organizations and private 

sector enterprises. 

6- Despite the small size of its staff, NaBIC has a very distinguished culture, full of respect 

and trust. NaBIC’s employees are highly-devoted and work as one family to achieve the 

center’s goals. 

 

NaBIC’s Weaknesses as represented in the following points: 

1- Lack of members of staff of NaBIC where the projects’ coordinator in the center is an 

employee on a non-tenured track which makes her to be on compulsory vacations in 

semester breaks. 

2- As a consequent on weakness number 1, NaBIC might encounter the risk of frequent 

turnover by it staff.  

3- Poor responsiveness by some students and members of staff in participating in the 

diverse activities and events of NaBIC. 
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2.3 NaBIC’s Partnerships 
 

 Partnership with all the faculties in the university. 

 Partnership with Palestine Standards Institute (PSI). 

 Partnership with Higher Council of Innovation and Excellence (HCIE). 

 Partnership with Private Sector Development Cluster Project (PSDCP). 

 Partnership with Practical Training Center (PTC). 

 Partnership with Ibdaa (USAID-Funded) 

 Partnership with Palestinian Food Industries Union (PFIU). 

 Partnership with Ministry of National Economy (MoNE). 

 

 

3.0 Strategic Objectives 

NaBIC aims to achieve the goals that will support its sustainability, to remain successful and 

continue its aspiration work. The following is a tentative list of NaBIC’s strategic objectives: 

 Providing semi-free training for industrial sector: providing a semi-free training to the 

private sector staff through training courses offered by the university. 

 

 Conducting applied scientific research projects: conducting applied scientific research 

projects to convince the owners of local MSMEs that the expected outcomes and 

findings of these projects will yield in favor of the development of their products and 

services. Such projects could be conducted through graduation projects and master 

theses. 

 

 Developing an innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship culture among university 

environment: by increasing the awareness of this culture among the university’s 

community, organizing events and workshops related to this culture. Also, NaBIC aims to 

participate in every event related to innovation and creativity in Palestine. 

 

 Communication portal with industrial sectors:  NaBIC is a communication portal with 

the local industrial sectors. As a reward for cooperating and supporting enterprises, the 

companies which support research (graduation) projects will be granted the opportunity 

to promote their products and services on advertising boards in the university campuses 
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for one academic semester and inviting company executives as guest speakers to deliver 

talks of some success stories in their industries to be broadcasted in the radio program 

on "Voice of An-Najah". 

 

 Encourage innovative scientific research: announcing a prize to be awarded, according 

to well-defined criteria, for the most beneficial scientific research for the industry. 

 

 Encourage Scientific Research Support: honoring companies that support scientific 

research at the annual ceremony held by the university on the sidelines of the 

graduation annual ceremonies. 

4. 0 Action Plan for year 2015 

Activity Key Activities Responsible Schedule 

Center Internal 
Promotion 

Propaganda among all 
faculties in the university 

NaBIC Staff 
 

18/1-2/5 

Creating awareness among 
Faculties, by workshops & 
presentations 

NaBIC Staff 18/1-2/5 

Connecting with 
University Centers 

Communicating with Alumni 
Center  

NaBIC Staff 24/1-31/1 

Center External 
Promotion 

Updating  NaBIC’s Website NaBIC Staff Continuous 

Publishing Brochures between 
Students 

NaBIC Staff 24/1-31/1 

NaBIC Awareness Campaign on 
Social Websites 

NaBIC Staff 18/1-2/5 

Workshops about Innovation 
among several Faculties 

NaBIC Staff 18/1-2/5 

Host Palestinian Innovators 
Association and its Activities  

NaBIC Staff 18/1-2/5 

Communicate & Sign MoU. 
with PSDCP 

NaBIC Staff 17/9-17/11 

PICTI Students Projects 
Exhibition  

NaBIC Staff& PICTI & 
students Chapter 

24/1-1/3 

Al Nayzak Workshops 
Al-Nayzak &NaBIC 

Staff 
18/1-2/5 

Sign MoU with Jerusalem Je.Pharm &NaBIC 17/8-31/1 
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Pharmaceutical Industries Staff 

Bi-week Guest-speaker 
Innovation Workshops 

NaBIC Staff & Guest 18/1-2/5 

Creative, Engineering, 
Technical Competition 

NaBIC Staff 1/2-21/2 

Innovative Activities for 
Faculties (3 
faculties/semester) 

NaBIC Staff 18/1-2/5 

Following up the activities of 
entrepreneurship week 
(nomination and evaluation 
activities....etc.) 

NaBIC Staff 17/8-23/11 

Adopting Ibdaa Project 
Activities 

NaBIC Staff 15/9-2/5 

Adopt Ibdaa Club NaBIC Staff 29/10-2/5 

Setting Action Plan with HCIE ( 
guest speakers, workshops, 
booths) 

NaBIC Staff 24/11-7/12 

Coordinating with Students 
Chapters in University 

NaBIC Staff 12/9-2/5 

Preparing the TOR for 
conducting (by an external 
consultant) a feasibility study 
for establishing the innovation 
center at Salfeet Cluster 

NaBIC Staff & Cluster  1/12-18/1 

Signing a MoU with Palestinian 
Union of Industrial, 
Commercial and Agricultural 
Chambers 

NaBIC Staff 17/9-17/11 

Organizing workshops and 
booth on IP-management 
awareness to be done by 
Ministry of National Economy 

Ministry of National 
Economy & NaBIC 

Staff 
18/1-31/1 

Organizing workshops in 
cooperation with Paltel 

NaBIC Staff 18/1-2/5 

Developing the KPIs for the 
center 

NaBIC Staff 14/12-28/12 

Networking with other firms in 
the private sector 

NaBIC Staff 18/1-2/5 

Building the data base for all 
agreements and MoU related 
to university-industry relations 
(to be collected from the 
faculties) 

NaBIC Staff 1/11-20/11 
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Launch Community-based 
initiatives contest 

NaBIC Staff, Iyad 
Aqra'a & Dr. Adnan 

Melhem 
1/11-2/5 

 Encouraging Scientific 
Proposals to be applied to 
private sector. 

NaBIC Staff 18/1-2/5 

 

5.0  Organizational Structure 

NaBIC with only two staff members represents all the units showed in the diagram, the center 

wishes to have a specialized units and staff soon. Figure 1 depicts the proposed organizational 

structure of NaBIC. 

 

5.1 Steering Committee Tasks 

The steering committee consists of seven members representing scientific and economic 

faculties. The committee meets bimonthly where tasks of the center’s steering committee are 

summarized in the following points:  

• Participating in establishing  general polices of the center. 

Steering 
Committee 

Public Relations 
and Networking 

Unit 

Rehabilitation 
and Innovation 

Unit 

Technical Support 
and coordination 

Unit 

Local Market 
Communication 

Committee 

NaBIC 
Directorate 

Figure 1: Proposed organizational structure of NaBIC. 
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• Approving  the annual plan of the center. 

• Monitoring the performance of the center. 

• Participating in the workshops organized by the center. 

• Representing the center in different workshops and meetings. 

• Reviewing Memorandums of Understanding (MoU). 

• Reviewing and approving the annual budget of the center. 

5.2 Technical Support and Coordination Unit (Not Active Yet) 

The prospective tasks to be handled by this unit are as follows: 

• Building and continuously updating data bases.  

• Organizing workshops in different faculties to promote for the center. 

• Preparing brochures to  promote for the center. 

• Linking the different departments of the university with the related institutions in the 

local market. 

• Managing the files of the center. 

• Preparing periodic reports (technical and financial). 

• Managing the website of the center. 

 

 

5.3 Rehabilitation and Innovation Unit (Not Active Yet) 

This unit is supposed to handle the following tasks: 

• Training students and researchers on generating innovative and creative ideas. 

• Training students and researchers on innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship. 

• Training students and researchers on preparing feasible business plans. 
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• Building students and faculty capacities relating to creativity, innovation and 

communication skills. 

5.4 Local Maket Communication Committee (Not Active Yest) 

This committe is supposed to handle the following tasks: 

• Scheduling different activities to enhance cooperation and coordination between the 

university and the local market. 

• Participating in networking the different departments of their faculties with local 

organizations. 

• Organizing workshops and inviting Keynote Speakers to deliver  talks   related to their 

field.  

 

5.5 Public Relations and Networking Unit (Not Active Yet) 

This unit is supposed to do the following: 

 Communicating and networking with academic and industrial partners and institutes.  

 Preparing the annual reports of the center’s events and activities.  

 Wrting and releasing media and press news of the center’s activities. Handling the 
logisitics of center’s events and activities 

 

6. Resources 

6.1 Personal Resources 

Name Job Title 

Dr. Yahya Saleh Director of NaBIC 
Eng. Alaa Istaiteyeh Projects Coordinator in NaBIC 

 

6.2 Financial Resources 

The university allocates an annual amount of (750-800) NIS petty cash to cover the hospitality 

expenses of the activities and events hosted and organized by NaBIC. 
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6.3 Equipment Resources: 

Equipment Type Description 
Printer HP Mono laser Printer, SCX-6x55 Series 

Printer  HP Colored laser Printer, CP5220 Series 
PCL 6 

Printer Samsung Mono laser Printer 

Printer Kyosera Mono laser Printer 
Computer Hp Intel ® Core TM i7 2600M @ 3.4 GHz 

Computer HP Intel ® Core TM i72600M @3.4 GHz 
Computer HP Intel ® Core TM i72600M@3.4 GHz 

Telephone Panasonic  
Telephone Panasonic  

Laptop HP Intel ® Core TM i7 3540 M CPU @ 
3GHz 

Laptop Dell Intel ® Core TM i7 3540 M CPU @ 
3GHz 

 

 

 


